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The eighties are over. The champagne has gone flat. And the 'greed is good' culture is dead. Or is it? When
investigative journalist Frances Alexander is mugged in Mayfair she finds herself recuperating at the river-
side apartment of James Holland, a very handsome -- and very wealthy -- City trader. At the same time riots
at an underground mine 9,000 miles away in Papua New Guinea leave hundred of people dead and
chrominum prices rocketing. Someone is about to make a killing in the markets. And Frances thinks she
knows who. But when the Evening Herald send her to investigate the riots, Frances realises she is a lot closer
to dying than she cares to think. And she has to decide whether she is willing to trade her life to uncover the
truth. From the cocktail parties of Park Lane, to grass-skirted orgies in Kiriwena Island, to the rolling beauty
of the Scottish Highlands, 'The Trade' is a fast-paced thriller ripped straight from the headlines. 'A roller
coaster of a read that will grip you until the last page.' - Tom Kasey, best-selling author of Trade-Off. Karen
Taylor is an author and journalist. Endeavour Press is the UK's leading independent publisher of digital
books.
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From reader reviews:

Jenny Dill:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With reading through you can
get a lot of information that can give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world can
share their idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their particular reader
with their story or maybe their experience. Not only the story that share in the guides. But also they write
about the ability about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on earth always try to improve
their ability in writing, they also doing some study before they write on their book. One of them is this The
Trade.

Patricia Rodrigue:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with good friends is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try point that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you are ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love The Trade, it is possible to enjoy
both. It is great combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh can
happen its mind hangout guys. What? Still don't obtain it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Elizabeth Ashton:

On this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are more
precious than other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you
must do is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to experience a look at some books. Among
the books in the top collection in your reading list is The Trade. This book which can be qualified as The
Hungry Mountains can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking right up and review this
publication you can get many advantages.

Tara Carlson:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got pupils? We believe that that question
was given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And also you
know that little person including reading or as examining become their hobby. You must know that reading
is very important in addition to book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to incorporate you
knowledge, except your current teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update in relation to something
by book. Different categories of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is this The Trade.
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